The Pinvin Federation
Newsletter
Dear All,
Well, with the first week of the Spring term under our belts, I am really pleased how everyone has
settled into a new routine relatively smoothly. We have been able to offer in -school provision to our
vulnerable and critical worker children, whilst providing effective online remote teaching or paper work
packs to the pupils at home. This was achieved in a short space of term due to the hard work and
tireless effort staff have put in to improving our systems and adapting to the ever-changing situation.
As my previous letter said, critical worker numbers increased from the last lockdown and our in-school
provision is at capacity, therefore, we need to continue to ensure that our provision accommodates
those most in need, whilst also keeping staff and pupils safe in school in light of the continuing rise in
figures over the weekend. Operating a dual system is a logistical nightmare as staff are being asked to
teach in class and provide online teaching and give feedback at the same time which adds a lot of
additional pressure and increases an already heavy workload, but they are doing a fantastic job. I would
like to also thank you for the many emails reaffirming this- some of you even wrote to Gavin Williamson
or Ofsted to them we were doing a good job - thank you, we all appreciate it! It is hard to please
everyone, especially when every family has different circumstances but we really are doing our very
best as we know, so are you. Thank You!
The guidance for Critical workers has been updated in the last 48 hours reiterating that parents and
carers, who are keyworkers working from home, should keep their children at home if they can. We
must ensure that our healthcare workers, hospital and frontline medical staff take priority. Therefore,
the Chair of Governors and I would ask, that you only send your child to school if absolutely necessary
and cannot carry out your critical role at home, in order that we can meet parent need as much as
possible but at the same time to reduce the chances of transmission and keep our pupils and staff as
safe as we can. We have been notified of many cases this week within our school community – staying
home really is the safest thing to do if at all possible. Our very best wishes to all those parents and
children for a speedy recovery.
Anyway, I am sure you have heard enough from me in the past 8 days! Please look at the remainder of
the newsletter at a small selection of the fantastic teaching and learning being done at home! Also,
please see additional ideas to support you and the children in these difficult times.
Kind regards and please keep yourselves safe,
Mrs Jennings and all the staff at The Pinvin Federation.
See you in 2021

Year 7 children were set a cooking task, with detailed instructions and the recipe for making a pizza as part of their
DT this week, as they would be doing this in school this term. They look absolutely ‘YUMMY’ so well done all of you. I
can see that this week it is spaghetti bolognaise – the opportunity to practice all those skills Miss McSwiney has
been teaching you! Look forward to seeing those pictures and hearing about what you found difficult, what your
family thought of your creation!
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Year 6 French Lesson this week – Tres bon!
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Year 1 have been identifying
and naming body parts this
week. This Year 1 child was
lucky enough that they had a
skeleton at home too!

Wren
Class.
Finding out
about Asia
in
Geography
.

Superb fraction walls
from Amelia and Leo in
Maple Class.
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Work handed in from
George, James and
Lydia in Eagle class.
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Year 7
This work
was
awarded
Silver and
Gold
merits - so
well done
to those
children!
Additional Learning
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https://www.freechildrenstories.com/
https://www.storylineonline.net/
http://en.childrenslibrary.org/
Free Reading Sites for Children’s stories.

This week staff will be selecting work so
that we can continue our celebration
assemblies and also staff will be reading a
story that you can tune into.
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